Background Breakup reactions are often used to probe the nuclear structure of halo nuclei. The eikonal model diverges for Coulomb breakup since it relies on the adiabatic approximation. To correct this weakness, a Coulomb-corrected eikonal method (CCE) using the Coulomb first-order-perturbation approximation was developed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Halo nuclei are among the most peculiar nuclear structures [1, 2] . Indeed, they exhibit a unusually large size compared to stable nuclei. This size is due to the low binding of one or two nucleons, which tunnel far from the rest of the nucleons and form a diffuse halo around them. Accordingly, one can model these nuclei as fewbody objects: a compact core with one or two neutrons in the halo. An archetypical halo nucleus is 11 Be, seen as a 10 Be core with one loosely-bound neutron in its halo. Due to their short lifetime, halo nuclei cannot be studied through usual spectroscopic techniques, i.e., where they are fixed targets, but are probed through indirect techniques, such as reactions. Breakup reactions describe the dissociation of the halo from the core. Because the core-halo binding is fragile, breakup observables can have high statistics and are often used in the low-intensity exotic beam facilities [3] [4] [5] . These reactions reveal the cluster structure inside the nucleus and, when dominated by Coulomb, can be used to extract cross sections of astrophysical interest [6] . To infer reliable information about the nuclear structure, one needs an accurate reaction model coupled to a realistic description of the projectile.
Very precise models have been developed to this aim (see a recent review in Ref. [7] ): the continuumdiscretized coupled-channels method (CDCC) [8, 9] , * Electronic address: chloe.hebborn@ulb.ac.be † Electronic address: daniel.baye@ulb.ac.be time-dependent models [10, 11] and the dynamical eikonal approximation (DEA) [12] . These models are time consuming and are thus often restricted to a simple description of the projectile,i.e., usually a two-body description of the projectile. Extensions to three-body projectiles have been developed, but they are often restricted to elastic scattering observables [13, 14] . Simpler methods, such as the usual eikonal model [15] , are cheaper from a computational viewpoint and provide a simple interpretation of the collision. The eikonal model relies on an adiabatic approximation and is thus valid at energies above 60A MeV, where breakup reactions are usually measured. However, its adiabatic treatment of the collision has three main drawbacks: (i) its wave functions do not have the right asymptotic behavior, (ii) it exhibits an additional symmetry that more elaborate methods do not have, and (iii) it is incompatible with the Coulomb interaction, causing a divergence in the breakup observables. Since the eikonal model provides precise results for nuclear-dominated reactions, a correction to its inefficient treatment of the Coulomb interaction -called the Coulomb-corrected eikonal model (CCE) [16] -has been developed. This correction replaces the diverging term of the eikonal phase by the first-order approximation of the perturbation theory [11] . In Ref. [17] , the authors show that the CCE provides accurate energy and parallel-momentum distributions for the Coulombdominated breakup of one-neutron halo nucleus. Its extension to two-neutrons halo nuclei also leads to precise Coulomb breakup cross section [18, 19] . Nonetheless, this correction mixes two reaction models and treats the nuclear and the Coulomb interactions on different footings.
In this work, we develop a simplification to the DEA (S-DEA) which naturally removes the Coulomb divergence and exhibits the correct asymptotic behavior, i.e. it tends to the first-order of the perturbation theory. This model is derived from an approximate solution of the DEA equation and has the advantage of having a numerical cost similar to the usual eikonal model. In the present article, we study the efficiency of this model in the case of the nuclear-and Coulomb-dominated breakups of a one-neutron halo nucleus; we consider 11 Be impinging on 12 C and 208 Pb targets at 67A MeV and 69A MeV, respectively. These reactions were measured at RIKEN [4, 5] and are precisely reproduced by the full DEA calculations [12, 20] . We thus compare our S-DEA results to the DEA and to the CCE.
Sec. II describes the reaction model and provides the main ideas of the DEA, the CCE and the S-DEA. In Sec. III, we evaluate the accuracy of the S-DEA for the breakup distribution of 11 Be as a function of the 10 Ben relative energy and parallel momentum. This analysis is made for both nuclear-and Coulomb-dominated breakups. Sec. IV summarizes the main conclusions of this work.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Reaction model
We study the breakup of a one-neutron halo-nucleus projectile P of charge Z P e with a structureless target T of mass m T and charge Z T e. Since halo nuclei exhibit a clusterized structure, we model P as a two-body object, composed of a core c of mass m c and charge Z P e, and a neutron n of mass m n . We assume all three particles structureless and only the spin of the neutron is considered. The structure of the projectile is described through an effective internal Hamiltonian [7] 
where p and r = (s, z) are respectively the c-n relative momentum and coordinate, µ cn is the c-n reduced mass and V cn is an effective c-n potential, that we assume local. Here, this real potential is taken as the sum of a WoodsSaxon and a spin-orbit terms (see Sec. III). The interactions of both fragments c and n with the target T are simulated through central local optical potentials V cT and V nT , respectively. The collision is thus described by the three-body Schrödinger equation [7] 
where P and R = (b, Z) are respectively the P -T relative momentum and coordinate, µ is the P -T reduced mass, E tot is the total energy of the system and
are respectively the c-T and n-T relative coordinates. This Schrödinger equation is solved with the initial condition that the projectile is in its ground state φ 0 with energy E 0 , and is impinging on the target with a velocity v = P /µ = K/µ. The wave function verifies
where we choose the Z-axis to be the beam axis. The "· · · " in Eq. (3) reflects the fact that the long-range Coulomb interaction distorts the incoming plane wave, even at large distances.
B. Dynamical eikonal approximation
At high enough energy, the beam is only slightly deflected and the three-body wave function Ψ does not differ much from a plane wave. The eikonal model [15] factorizes this plane wave out of the wave function
and assumes that the second derivatives of the new wave function Ψ can be neglected. The three-body Schrödinger equation (2) simplifies into the DEA equation [12] 
This partial derivatives equation is solved through a numerical evolution calculation as a function of the transverse coordinate b [12] . Its solutions tend asymptotically to the first-order perturbation theory and are accurate at energies above 40A MeV [20, 21] .
C. Eikonal approximation
The usual eikonal model [15] relies on the adiabatic approximation, which sees the coordinate of the projectile as frozen during the collision. Consequently, the internal Hamiltonian and the energy of the ground state cancel in Eq. (5), i.e. h cn ≈ E 0 . The solutions satisfying Eq. (4) can be derived analytically and have the simple asymptotic form [7] 
with the eikonal phases defined as
The phases χ N and χ C correspond to the nuclear and Coulomb potentials, respectively. The eikonal solutions (6) can be interpreted semiclassically as P following a straight-line trajectory and accumulating a phase through its interaction with T during the collision. The main advantage of this model is that the whole information about the collision is contained within the eikonal phases. This model is restricted to high energies, i.e. above 60A MeV, where straight-line trajectories make sense.
Compared to more elaborate models, e.g. CDCC and the DEA, the eikonal model exhibits an additional symmetry across the plane of the projectile's internal transverse coordinate s [18] . Consequently, the breakup distributions as a function of the relative c-n parallelmomentum are symmetric. One can also note that the eikonal solutions (6) do not tend to the first-order perturbation theory. Moreover, the adiabatic approach is incompatible with the infinite range of the Coulomb interaction. The eikonal phases are therefore not well defined for this interaction and the eikonal breakup matrix elements diverge [17] .
D. Coulomb-corrected eikonal approximation
The CCE [16] was developed to remove the divergence from the breakup matrix element. The idea is to replace within the matrix element the diverging Coulomb firstorder term χ C by the Coulomb first-order-perturbation approximation χ
In the CCE [16, 17] , χ FO C is approximated by its dipole contribution, which is dominant for 11 Be [22] . Beside removing the divergence, this model corrects the asymptotic behavior and does not exhibit the additional symmetry of the eikonal model. Nevertheless, the nuclear and Coulomb interactions are not treated on the same footing.
E. Simplified dynamical eikonal approximation
In this work, we develop a simplification to the DEA, combining the simplicity of the usual eikonal model while removing its divergence and treating both interactions within a unique framework. This model is based on a unitary transformation of the wave function Ψ of Eq. (4)
where V C P T is the P -T Coulomb interaction. The threebody Schrödinger equation (5) thus becomes
Note that Eq. (10) is equivalent to the DEA equation (5) and is at the basis of all perturbation treatments [23] .
Here, we adopt another strategy, we approximate the solution by the first term of the Magnus or Fer expansions of the solutions to Eq. (10) [24] [25] [26] 
where R ′ cT , R ′ nT and R ′ depend on Z ′ . To compute the breakup matrix element, we make a second approximation; we replace the operators h cn in the exponentials (11) by the eigenvalues corresponding to the closest wave function, i.e., the final energy E on the left-hand side and the initial energy E 0 on the righthand side. We therefore obtain an eikonal-like model where the exponential of the eikonal phases within the breakup matrix element is replaced according to the first-order-perturbation approximations of respectively the Coulomb and nuclear interactions [11] .
The Coulomb part is evaluated analytically [27] 
where ω = E−E0 , m P = m n + m c , and η = Z T Z P e 2 /(4πǫ 0 v) is the P -T Sommerfeld parameter. Compared to the CCE which only uses the dipole contribution, we consider the whole Coulomb first-orderperturbation approximation. However, as previously mentioned, for 11 Be, the higher multipoles do not contribute significantly.
We rewrite the nuclear part of the first-order perturbation approximation as
and we compute this integral numerically. Additionally to its simple implementation, the S-DEA wave functions naturally tend to the first-order of the perturbation theory. Moreover, this model does not introduce the additional symmetry of the eikonal model across the plane defined by s. Approximation Eq. (12) has a serious drawback. Indeed, while it would be good with real potentials, it is applied here to optical potentials. Such potentials are complex and their imaginary part simulates the absorption into channels other than the elastic one in the core or neutron interaction with the target. These imaginary parts modify the validity of the approximation, as illustrated in Sec. III. Since the optical potential is multiplied by a complex exponential, the contribution of the imaginary part of the potential is reduced, causing an underestimation of the absorption. Moreover, this imaginary exponential also induces unphysical contributions of the real part of the potentials to the imaginary part of the phases. These effects become significant when the argument of the exponentials increases, e.g. when the continuum energy E is large or when the beam energy is small. Moreover, the n-T potential plays a bigger role in the appearance of this effect since the m c /m P > m n /m P .
To cure this problem, we treat separately the absorptive part of the potentials with the usual eikonal approximation. The S-DEA model is thus defined by 
where χ N has been defined in Sec. II C.
III. RESULTS
In this article, we study the S-DEA with the breakup of 11 Be on 12 C and 208 Pb targets. We use the same description of 11 Be as in Refs. [17, 28] : it is seen as 10 Be core in its 0 + ground state to which a neutron is bound by 0.504 MeV. The 10 Be-n interaction is simulated by a Woods-Saxon potential and a spin-orbit term, adjusted to the three first levels: 1/2 + , 1/2 − and 5/2 + , modelled respectively as a 1s1/2 state, a 0p1/2 state and a d5/2 resonance. The parameters of this 10 Be-n potential are given in Ref. [28] . The 10 Be-T and n-T interactions are simulated through optical potentials, given in Ref. [17] . Our eikonal, CCE and DEA calculations have the same numerical inputs as in Ref. [17] . The numerical computations of the S-DEA use the same meshes as the CCE.
To evaluate the accuracy of the S-DEA, we compute the breakup cross section as a function of the relative c-n energy, displayed in Fig. 1. The panel (a) corresponds to a nuclear-dominated breakup, 11 Be on 12 C at 67A MeV, and the panel (b) to a Coulomb-dominated reaction, 11 Be on 208 Pb at 69A MeV. For these two reactions, the DEA (solid red lines) reproduces well the RIKEN data [4, 5, 12, 20] and is used as reference. As previously mentioned, the eikonal model (dashed green lines) does not treat properly the Coulomb interaction and therefore requires the use of an upper cutoff b max to provide breakup calculations [29] . With this cutoff, the usual eikonal model leads to results close to the DEA ones for the nuclear-dominated reaction but fails to describe the Coulomb-dominated breakup, due to the incompatibility of this long-range interaction with the adiabatic assumption.
Both panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 1 show that the CCE (dash-dotted blue lines) improves the eikonal treatment of the Coulomb interaction and gives accurate energy distributions for both reactions. Let us first consider the approximation defined by Eq. (12) . For the nucleardominated breakup distribution (a), it leads to exactly the same results (dotted black lines) as the CCE at E < 1.5 MeV. The Coulomb-dominated cross section (b) shows that it is accurate at E < 2.5 MeV. Indeed, even if it slightly overestimates the peak of the distribution, it lies close to the DEA and the CCE. For both reactions, the approximation (12) starts to increase at higher energies and completely fails to reproduce the shape and the magnitude of the breakup cross section. These unrealistic values are due to a lack of absorption at small bs within the model. For the c-T (resp. n-T ) nuclear interaction, the contribution of the imaginary part of the c-T (resp. n-T ) potential is reduced by cos
mP z ) and leads to an underestimation of the absorption at small bs.
As shown in Eq. (16), the S-DEA is applied to the Coulomb potential and the real part of the nuclear potentials. The imaginary part of the nuclear interaction is treated with the usual eikonal model. The corresponding distributions are plotted in dash-dotted-dotted magenta lines. For both collisions with carbon and lead targets, the S-DEA is accurate over the whole considered energy range. Note that, the distribution of the Coulomb-dominated breakup still exhibits an unphysical increase at E = 12 MeV, caused by the imaginary part of the Coulomb first-order approximation (14) . However, at these energies, the breakup cross section is negligible. There is no such increase in the nuclear-dominated collision since the Sommerfeld parameter η and thus the Coulomb first-order-perturbation approximation are smaller.
We now consider in Fig. 2(a) the breakup distribution as a function of the relative 10 Be-n parallel momentum, after the breakup of 11 Be on 12 C at 67A MeV. In this case, the eikonal model does not display a divergence since the nuclear interaction dominates. However, it overestimates the magnitude of the cross section and does not reproduce the asymmetry of the distribution. Indeed, the eikonal distribution is perfectly symmetric, due to the additional symmetry of the projectile across the plane defined by s (see Sec. II C). The CCE cross section lies close to eikonal results, because its Coulomb correction (8) is not significant for such nuclear-dominated reaction. On the contrary, the S-DEA leads to a more accurate distribution, enhancing both shape and magnitude. This result confirms that the asymmetry of the distribution is due to dynamical effects and shows that a first-order simplification of the DEA already improves significantly the distributions. Similarly to the energy distribution, the S-DEA underestimates the DEA magnitude.
The parallel-momentum distributions obtained for the collision of 11 Be on 208 Pb at 69A MeV are plotted in Fig. 2(b) . As for the energy distributions, the eikonal model fails to describe the parallel-momentum distribution: the magnitude and shape of the distribution are different from the DEA predictions. On the contrary, the CCE lies close to the DEA results and is precise for this Coulomb-dominated breakup. The S-DEA slightly overestimates the peak of the distribution and is too symmetrical compared to the DEA. Since this collision is mainly influenced by the Coulomb interaction and therefore by the first-order-perturbation Coulomb approximation (14) , the difference between the CCE and S-DEA is surprising. The asymmetry of the CCE can be explained by the fact that at small bs the eikonal phase χ C and the Coulomb first-order-perturbation χ C F O interfere destructively: the real part of their difference in Eq. (8) is negligible and the imaginary part of χ C F O becomes dominant. Since the imaginary part is antisymmetrical in z, the asymmetry of the parallel-momentum distribution is more pronounced. In the case of the S-DEA, the real part of χ C F O , which is symmetrical in z, dominates at all bs and the asymmetry of its distribution is less important.
In conclusion, the S-DEA with a separate treatment of the real and imaginary parts of the nuclear potential leads to accurate energy distributions for both nuclearand Coulomb-dominated breakups. We have also shown that the S-DEA improves the parallel-momentum distribution for both reactions compared to the usual eikonal model. Moreover, the S-DEA reproduces better the asymmetry of the distribution of nuclear-dominated breakup compared to the CCE. It misses however the asymmetry of the Coulomb-dominated distribution.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To infer reliable information from breakup observables, one needs an accurate reaction model coupled with a realistic description of the collision. The eikonal model has the advantage of being cheap from a computational viewpoint, while keeping the quantal description of the collision. Unfortunately, it does not treat well the Coulomb interaction, causing a divergence within the breakup matrix element.
We develop in this work a simplification to the DEA, which has a similar numerical cost as the usual eikonal approximation. This model is based on an approximation of the solutions of the DEA wave functions. We make a second approximation by replacing the internal Hamiltonian by their eigenvalues within the breakup matrix element. This leads to an eikonal-like model, where the eikonal phases are replaced by the first-orderperturbation approximations. Compared to the eikonal model, this model does not require any cutoff and its wave functions have the correct asymptotic behavior. These approximations are applied to only the real part of the potentials, leaving the imaginary part to the usual eikonal model. This avoids a lack of absorption and gives precise energy distributions.
The S-DEA also improves the breakup distribution as a function of the 10 Be-n parallel momentum. Compared to the usual eikonal model, it lies closer to the DEA results. For nuclear-dominated breakup, the S-DEA improves both the shape and the magnitude of the distribution, confirming that the asymmetry is due to dynamical effects during the collision. It is therefore an excellent model to describe both energy distribution and paralleldistribution observables of breakup with light targets. The S-DEA does however not reproduce the asymmetry of the parallel-momentum distribution of Coulombdominated reactions.
Since the S-DEA elegantly solves the Coulomb divergence within the eikonal model and significantly enhances its accuracy while keeping a small numerical cost, it would be interesting to study its extension to three-body projectiles, such as two-neutron halo nuclei. As there are still some differences with the DEA, higher-order approximations of the DEA solutions could be studied. A first step could be to improve the crude approximation of the exponential operators of Eq. (11) within the breakup matrix elements. This could be done by expanding the wave function onto a basis of eigenstates and pseudostates for the c-n continuum of the internal Hamiltonian (as in CDCC [8, 9] ). The matrix elements could then be obtained through a diagonalization method [11, 30, 31] and an interpolation of the energies.
